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PAKT -- A
(V1axrmum marks: 10)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences' Each question cerries

2 marks.

1. Define comPressive stress.

2. Where does the central gravity of a semicircle section of radius 'r' lies ?

3. Dehne hooP stress'

4. Write the equation to find out the torque transmitted by a hollow shaft.

5. Write the equation to find out the slope and deflection of a simply supported

beam of length 'l' carries a point load 'W' at the middle. (5x2=10)

PART --- B

Maximum marks: 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks'

l. Explain the principle of super position.

2. Explain sliding friction. rolling friction and pivot friction.

3. Find the centre of gavity of a charurel section shown in figure l -

4. Define thin cylinder. What are the types of stresses developed in it ?

5. Find the torque transmitted by a solid shaft of diameter 80mm and the

maximum shear stress is not to exceed 56 MPa.

6. With figures explain different types of beams.

7. What are the end conditions of a column and define eciuivalent length o1' a

a column ? (5x6:30)
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PART.-C

(Maximum marks: 60)

(Answeronefil|questionfromeachunit'Eachfi'illquestioncarries15marks.)

Ur.itr - I

m (a) A brass bar having cross sectional area of 10cm2 is subjected to an axial

forceasshowninfigure2.Findthetotalelongationofthebar.Take
E: 200 GN/m2

(b) Determine the value of Young's modulus { Poisson's ratio of a metallic bar

oflength25cm,breadth3cmanddepth2cm.Whenthebarissubjectedto
anaxialcompressiveloadof240KN.Thedecreasinglengthisgivenas
0.05cm and increasing breadth is 0'002cm

On

(a) The ultimate stress for a hollow steel column which carries an axial load of

1.9 MN is 480MPa. If the external diameter of the column is 200mm'

determine the intemal diameter. Take factor of safety as 4.

(b) An alloy bar 2m long is held between two supports, find the stress developed

in the bar when it is heated tlnough 30K. If both ends are (i) do not yieid

(ii) yield by lmm. Take the value of E and er for the alloy as 120GPa and

24 x 1041K resPectivelY.

Uxrr - II

(a) A force of 250 N pulls a body of weight 500N up an inclined plane' The

force being applied parallel to the plane. If the inclination of the plane to the

horizontal is 15", find the coefficient of friction'

(b) Derive the moment of inertia of a circular section of radius 'r'.

On

How will you distinguish between static friction and dynamic friction ?

Find the moment of inertia of an I section of top flange l0 x 2cm, bottom

flange 20 x2cm and web 10 x 2cm about the xx axis perpendiculartotheweb.

Uxrr'- Iil

With a sketch explain caulking and fullering of a riveted joints.

A closed coil helical spring is to carry a load of 500N. Its mean coin diameter

is to be l0 times that of the wire diameter. Calculate these diameters, if the

maximum shear sffess in the material of the spring is to be 80 MPa.
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(b)

VII (a)

(b)
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(a) a hotow shaft is to transmit 300Kw at gORpM. If the shear stress is not to

f:*fl;yff.T1"ffi,::il:ldiameter is 0 6 times ofextemar diameter, nnd

8ft) a bo'er shet is to be made of 15mm thick prate having tensile stress l20Mpa.If the efficiency of the joint irlov",determine trr. aiirr.t"r for an intemarpressure of 2N/mm2 - -- *'wrrvrwt r(rr an mtemz

Ur'. -._ IV 
7

(a) Draw the shear force and bending moment diagram of a cantilever beam of 5mlength is loaded as shown in fig; i. 
canttlever beam of , 

_
(b) A solid round bar 4m long and 5&nm diameter was fcrurd to be extend 4.6mm 

/

under a tensile load of 50km. This bar is used 
^ ,trut *th both ends singed.Determine the buckling load for the bar. 

rur uutn enos smged 
g

On
(a) Draw the shear force and bending moment diagram of a simply supportedbeam carrying two point Ioads as shown in figure 4.
(b) A cantilever beam of rength 5m carries a uniformly disfributed load oflOIC\im' Calculate the slope and deflection at the free end, if I = g5 xl0Tmma

and E = 2.1 x l0sN/mm2.
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F-IGURE - I
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